Performance of the Chairman of Rudaki District Tagoev S. at a seminar of donors and financial institutions in Somoniyon city on July 19th, 2013

Dear visitors,

Ladies and gentlemen!

On behalf of an Rudaki Executive power warmly I welcome you participants of the international seminar of donors and the financial organisations. «Khush omaded» - "Welcome" in Somoniyon city. Your presence at the given seminar opens the important stage for attraction of the foreign investment into economy of Rudaki district and I hope, that will give a new impulse in realization of our purpose of development of economy and a social condition of our area.

Republics Tajikistan after independent to aspire to achievement of economic independence, and first of all to get power independence, to provide increase of a standard of living of the citizens. In maintenance of republic there is a huge merit of the President of Republic Emomali Rahmon. And we hope, that the next years our republic will reach full power and economic independence. Thus, Somoniyon city joining to «the Pact of Mayors», a today's seminar which passes in frameworks of its program, will help to give the big impulse for development of manufacture with energy technology in economy of this area.

The Rudaki district, having more than 440 thousand population, is one their big areas of Republic Tajikistan. Our district have border with Dushanbe city and Gissar, Tursunzoda, Shahrituz, Yavan, Varzob, Vahdat and has big potential possibilities for the internal and external investment. The economy of district versatile and possibility of investments in it is huge. As our district is on border with capital of republic a city of Dushanbe our economy is capable to intensify the possibility for simultaneous maintenance of requirements and local
population, and the capital population, in many kinds of a foodstuff and the goods of daily using. For this purpose we guarantee to investors all Republics Tajikistan of positions provided in legislations for favourable investment of economy of district that they could will construct the enterprises and thus to receive an economic gain. Paramount value is given to those enterprises which will work on modern energy to technologies. We are obliged the next years intensively to develop manufacture of energy without waste, such as energy of the sun, a wind, biogas, in general «Green energy» and to introduce them in economy as our territory has the big potential possibilities for this purpose more widely.

Our population is obliged to spend economically the electric power, water, fuel and to make thrifty use of an ecological condition in residing places. For this purpose we are obliged to develop and practically to carry out the state and public programs on population training to the careful relation to energy and water use. For development of our purpose the fruitful help of experts, investors and experience of the advanced countries of the world is necessary. That is why, the city of Somoniyon has joined project DACO, financed by the Council of Europe, about net energy use at preservation of cleanliness of the nature. And today requirements of the given project take root in activity of municipal divisions of local body small town Somoniyon self-management.

Expensive visitors, allow to greet once again you and to hope, that work of the given seminar passes is fruitful and will give the chance to you on to learn more about Somoniyon city and about Rudaki district. It will promote occurrence of our cooperation and its development in the future. I wish you successes in your activity.

**Good luck to you!**